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VALIDATION OF THE NTE; ARKANSAS STYLE

ABSTRACT

This paper presents the NTE validation and cut-score determination

procedureS used by the author for the State of Arkansas in order for

'Arkansas to use the NTE for teacher certification.

Several unique procedures were used in the Arkansas study. Same

of these were to have public school practitioners serve as judges,

item validity was assessed by item relevance, and national p-values

were provided to assist judges in judging item probabilities for

cut-score determination.

The paper concludes with a legal rationale for using the

procedures in the Arkansas study.
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VALIDATION OF THE NTE: ARKANSAS STYLE*

Rodney Roth, Director
Bureau of Field Studies and School Services

University of Arkansas

Introduction

The Arkansas Legislature passed Act 162, in March, 1979. The Act

stated that after January 1, 1980, any person applying for initial certifi-

cation as a teacher in the public schools or a certified teacher applying

for certification in an additional area shall, in addition to other require-

ments, take and complete the National Teacher's Examination or a similar

examination designated by the State Board of Education and submit the

scores to the Department of Education.

A positive aspect of Act 162 was that a cut-score did not have to be

determined until January, 1982. A negative aspect, but in retrospect it

was positive, was that the legislature did not appropriate to the State

Department any money to determine a cut score and/or develop a test.

Time and money problems prompted the State Board of Education to re-

, quire the NTE for certification purposes after January 1, 1980.

The State Department of Education appointed a NTE Reyiew Study Group

to establish a process of validation and cut-score determination during the

Falli 1980. This group vies informed by ETS .that the NTE Commons was being

revised and would be available in November, 1982. This group recommended

that Act 162 be changed during the 1981 legislative session because it

would be a waste of money to validate an "old" test.,

* Paper presented at the Education Commission of the States Annual Conference

on Large-Scale Assessment, Boulder, June 10, 1982.



The Arkansas Legislature did change the law (They meet once every

two years.) in March, 1981. The change moved the cut-score date to

February 1, 1983 and allocated some money to the Department of Education

for validation.

The NTE Review Study Group, in the Spring, 1981, recommended that

the area !exams be validated in Arkansas. They also recommen,ded that the

Departmelit of Education distribute a RFP for the NTE validation and cut-

score study. During the Fall, 1981, the Bureau of Field Studies and School

ServicesJ University of Arkansas was awarded the NTE study contract through

I

the bid.7ocess.

NTE Study Design

Thi section of the paper presents the NTE area exams selected for

the studt judge selection procedures and the data collection procedures

used for the study.

NTE Areas Studied

The Arkansas Department of Education selected the NTE area exams to

be validted. The decision was based on comparing the Arkansas certifi-
..

cation requirements and the NTE rationale, content and scope descriptioYis

published by ETS for each area exam. The area exams selected were: Art

Education: Business Education; Biology and\General Science; Chemistry,

41 1

Physics, and General Science; Early Childhood Education; Education in the

Elementary Schbol; English; Ftedth; German; Guidance and Counseling; Home

Economics Education; Industrial Education; Introduction to the Teaching of

Reading; Mathematics Education; Media Specialist; Music Education; Physical

Education; Reading Specialist; Social Studies; Spanish; Speech Communications;

and Speech Pathology.



The German'exam was not validated due to a lack of judges in Arkansas.

The Speech Communications exam was not validated since ETS is introducing

a new test for this area in February, 1983. The Mental Retardation test

was not sielected for validation since Mental Retardation will not be a

certifia0e area in Arkansas after September, 1984.

The

selected

area exam in Educational Administration and Supervision was also

for validation. In addition, three different cut-scores for cert-

ificatior will.be derived from this one test. These will be for the Ele-

mentary School Principal's Certificate, Secondary School Principal's Certi-

ficate and the Administrator's Certification. The rationale thrthis decision

was that the training programs are 30 graduate hours, 45 graduate hours and

60 graduate hours, respectively.

Selection of Judges

The Arkansas Departmentof Education decided that the judges for the

NTE study should inc-fude certified practitioners. from Arkansas public schools

and faculty members from colleges and universities in Arkansas.

Each College of Education dean in the sixteen teacher training institu-

tions was asked to nominate judges from his/her institution for the NTE

study. Each dean was asked to nominate judges only in the NTE areas in

which the college had approved certification programs. The nominated judges

filled out a nomination form which included information about race, sex,

years-6f-teaching experience and-courses-taught. -These forms were sent to

the project director at the University of Arkansas.

The nominations for NTE judges from practitioners were made by four-

teen superintendents from throughout Arkansas. Each,superintendent was

asked to nominate a certified person for each NTE area to be validated. In

addition, they recommended elementary and secondary principals._ The
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nominate

1

practitioners also sent nomination forms to the project director.

These fors were similar to the college faculty forms.

The superintendents selected for the NTE study were selected from

nominati ns supplied by the Executive Director of the Arkansas Association

of Educational Administrators.

The actual selection of the final set of judges was made by the project

director from the pool of nominations made by deans and superintendents: A

panel of

of 14-16

judges was selected for each NTE area exam. Each panel consisted

persons with approximately 7,or 8 public school practitioners and

:

7 or 8 f culty members from colleges and unlversities..

Son of the criteria used to select the judges were race, sex, years

t
of teaching/administrative experience, teaching assignment, and for college

faculty, the number of graduates produced by their institution.

A total of 333 judges participated in the NTE study. One hundred sixty

one were associated with public schools in Arkansas and 172 were from colleges

and universities.

Data Collection

The data for the study were collected between April 20, 1982 - April 28,

1982, at five different locations in Arkansas. At each location, the judges

from colleges and universities met from 12:30 - 3:30 p.m. and the public

school judges met from 6:30 - 9:30 p.m.

Each-data collectionsesston hewwitha tratntngsesstun. It i

cluded a legal history of the NTE in Arkansas, purpose of the NTE area

exams, the need for state validation, and the NTE study design including

how the judges were selected. The training session also included very

specific directions for the validity and cut score judgments. These

directions were:
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The first rating you will makeconcerns item Relevance.

This will be used for test validation. In order to make

this judgment, you should read the item, the "correct"

answer, and the distractors. (The correct answer is

underlined in the test booklet.) You should then judge

the relevance of the content measured, by the question

with respect to the domain of kndwledge you believe a
minimally qualified entry-level person in the certification -N

area should possess.

If ,k)u believe the content of the question is irrelevant to

theldomain Of knowledge a minimally qualified entry-level

perOon in this field should possess, then you should fill-

in circle 1 on your answer sheet in the Relevance column .

to signify "Not Relevant."

If fodu believe the content of the question is of doubtful

or questionable relevance to the domain of knowledge a mini-

mally qualified entry-le-vel person in this field should

poless, then you should fill-in circle 2 on your answer
she t in the Relevance column to signify "Questionable."

If lou believe the content of the question is important,
but not quite crucial, to the domain of knowledge a mini-

maT qualified entry-level person in this field should

pos ess, then you should fill-in circle 3 on your answer

sheet in the Relevance column to signify "Important."

If you believe the content of the question is of crucial

importance to the domain of knowledge a minimally qual-

ified entry-level person in this field should possess,
then you should fill-in circle 4 on your answer sheet in

thelRelevance column to signify "Crucial."

Poilts to consider for the relevance ratings:

A. A minimally qualified entry-level person will have

completed the training requirements as specified by

Arkansas Certification Requirements. The require-

ments were sent to you for your NTE area.

B. A minimally qualified entry-level person has the mini-

,
ma-I-amount of-knowledge-to perform-ln-the-

certification area.

C. In making your relevance judgment, be sure to think

in terms of the full range of grade levels and/or

subject areas and/or types of schools for your certi-

fication. Examples:

a. If you are judging the NTE Elementary Education

for Elementary (1-6) Certification and you find an
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item "Not Relevant" for early elementary grade
teachers, but "Crucial" for later elementary
grade teachers, then you would mark the item

"Crucial."

lb. If you are judging the NTE'Math exam for Math

I
Certification and you find an item "Questionable"
for teaching 9th or 10th grade math, but "Important"

for teaching llth or 12th grade math, then you
would mark the item "Important."

c. If you are judging for the Elementary Principal
Certification and find an item "Crucial" for a
large urban elementary school, but "Questionable"
for a small town elementary school, then you
should mark the item "Crucial."

d. If you are judging the NTE in Biology and General
Science, then you should respond for Biology or
General Science Certification. If you are juTOng
the NTE in Chemistry and Physics, then you should

respond for Chemistry or Physics or Physical Science

Certification.

The second judgment you will make about each item will help

determine the cut-score. You should imagine a hypothetical

person, who in your judgment, has the minimum amount of
academic knowledge to.complete the preparation program re-
quired for certification in Arkansas and has the minimum

amount of knowledge to perform in the field designated by

the1NTE area test. With this hypothetical person in mind,
youlare to estimate the probability that this minimally
cometent person would know the answer to the NTE item

without guessing. Another way of thinking about this esti-
mation process is to think of a group of minimally competent

persons and then estimate the percent of minimally competent

persons who would answer the NTE item correctly without guessing.

Before you make your estimate about the item, you should

also realize the item difficulty based on the NTE norm group

for the item. The item difficulty or the percent who have
passed theitem-is-written beside the iteM-im the booklet.

You should mark your estimate for each item on the response
sheet under the Probability column. You should use the

following scale for-these estimates:

Fill in circle 1, if your estimate is between ,00 - .10

Fill in circle 2, if Your estimate is between .11 - .20

9 Fill in circle 3, if your estimate is between .21 - .30

Fill in circle 4, if your estimate is between .31 - .40

Fill in circle 5, if your.estimate is between .41 - .50
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Fil i
in circle 6, if your estimate is between %51 - .60

Fil l iR circle 7, if your estimate is between .61 - .70
Fill in circle 8,,if your estimate is between .71 - .80
Fill in circle 9, if your estimate is between .81 - .90
Fill in circle 10, if your estimate is between .91 - 1.0

The judges were able to make the two judgments per item in less than

three hours. Most NTE exams have 150 items. One, however, does have 180

items, The actual responses by the'judgestiere made on a specifically

designed NCS answer sheet which was machine scanned.

Data Analysis

This section of the pape-r presents the methods,used to determine item

, validity and cut scores.

Validity

The validity of each item was determined by computing an item mean

for each item on the relevance scale. This scale had a range from one

(Not Relevant) to four (Crucial). In order for an item to be considered

valid, the mean score orOthe relevance scale had to be greater than 2.5.

In other words, the item had to be rated by the judges as closer to the

important category than to the questionable category. If half of the

judges had rated the item questionable and the other half had rated the

item important, then the item Would not have met the validity criterion

since the mean rating would have been 2.50.

Cut-Scores

The cut-score for each area exam was determined by a slight mod-

ification of a procedure known as the Angoff method. The first step for

determining the cut-score was to determine an item mean on the probability

scale. Since the judges had responded to a probability'range for each

item, the mid-point of the range was used to compute the item mean. For
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example,

represent

The

the mean

one on the probability scale was converted to .05 since one'

d the probability between .0 thru .1.

aw-score cut-score for each area exam was computed by summing 9*

robabilities for only the items that had.met the validity

criterion. A conversion foumula can then be used to convert the.raw

scores to NTE stanciard scores.

Legal Rationale*

This section of the paper presents the legal-rationale for using the

validation procedure that was used in Arkansas. In order to bujld the

rationale, the NTE decision in South Carolina, ETS validation prOcedures';''

and the Uniform Guidelines will be briefly reviewed.

South Caroltna becision

On January 16, 1978, the United States Supreme Court announced it

had summarily affirmed the April, 1977 decision of the Federal District

Court upholding South Carolina's use of the NTE in the State'i certifi-

cation system.

five justices affirmed the decision of the Federal District Court

of South Carolina concerning use.of the NTE for certification. They did

not, however, issue an opinion for their reasoning. Justices White and

Brennan did, however, record a strong dissent. Furthermore, the case has

not been cited as authority in any other Federal or State courtiopinion

with regards to the use of NTE for certification purposes.

* The legal rationale is based on a monograph publIshed by the Bureau of

Field Studies and School Services, University of Arkansas. It is entitled

Testing for Te6cher Certification - Legal and Technical Coosiderations.
The authors are Os. *Sharon Streett, Attorney, Fayetteville, Arkansas and

Dr. Rod Roth, DireCtor, BureaU of Field Studies and School Services.



Some of the reasons the South Carolina Court used to enabre the

State to 'use the NTE were:

1, There was no intent to discriminate,against blacks in developing

the testing system and that ratherlhan a racial classification,

the system created a permissable classification based on knowledge

or the lack-of knoWledge;
a

,2. The State's interest in hiring at least minimally cempetent

teachers waS related in a rational manner to its use of the NTE

scores.

3. The-use of NTE scores was a valid "business necessity:" This

means that in some instances a discriminatory practice might be

tolerated if it were essential to the operation of the business.

The "business neCessity" rationale used by the South Carolina Court

was based on a Scupreme Courtdecision.which said:
v.

The Supreme Court intended on examination of the
alternatives available with respect to the legitimate
employment objective identified .bY the employer to deter-
mine whether there is available to the employer an alter-
native practice,that would achieve his businesS purposes
equally well b4 with,a lesser disparate impact by race..
In examining aliternatives, the ri,pk and coSt to the -

employer are rdievants (Griggs v. Duke Power Co.)

In the United States v. South Carolina case, the Plaintiffs pre-

sented only one alternative, graduation from an approved teacher training

program, to the use of the NTrfor certification purposes. The trial

Court did not feel the,: the alternative would achieve the Statels

purpose in certifying minimally competent teaChers sas well as the Use

of the NTE. The Court in support of this finding made two points. One,

evidence demonstrated that the teacher training programs varied in ad-

mission requirements, acadeMic standards, and grading practices. 'Two,
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V

*Court's posit4on that validation against the teacher training programs -

Was suff cieRtly reflective-of aetual knOWledge needed for the teaching

/pOsttfon . Here'the Cburt would seem to be admitting that the twenty-five
,

',teacher training programs were in fact different and therefore not all

would be to,.the same degree reflective of knowledge needed to_competently

eVidenee demonstrated that the State approves only general subject matter

areas co ered by the programs not-the actual course content of the

pro'grams. 'Both 'of these points would seem to weigh negatively on the

perform the,jo6:- The,Court, however, while finding the teaching programs

ttiemselves an inadequate measure of teacher competency,saw no inconsistenry

,Y

findfng test validatiOn against those same teacher programs acceptable.

ETS Validation Procedures

ETS (1976) in their Brief Amicus Curiae filed in the District Court

of South Carolina stated:

Any general challenge by the plaintiffs to the use of the

NTE by South Carolina for measuring the "academic preparation"

of prospective teachers would be foreclosed by the North

.Carolina decision. There the three-judge court held that:

xbeyond argument . . . the State of North Carólina

) has"the rightPto adopt academic requirements.and writ-
ten achievement tests designed and validated to dis-

close the minimum amount tof knowledge necessary to
effective teaching. 400 F. Supp. at 348. (p. 4)

All of the states that have a cut-seore on the NTE for_certification

have hired Ento do their validlty studies. The validity studies in/
these states followed very similar proCedi;res with review panels selected

frop, teacher training institutions in the states. ETS (1976) describes

0 the prokess as fotiows:

4
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The Content Review Panels were asked to make four inde-

penaent.types o't judgments about the'cohgruence of the NTE
ftests they were reviewing and the curriculum in teacher train-

ing programs ip South Carolina. Judges were asked to indicate,

p.

V.

r)
*. 4. j /



or the basis of a review of the major content topics of the

test, whether the emphasis in the curriculum on each content
topic was about the same as, more than, or less than the per-
centage of the test devoted to the content topic. As an ad-

diIional means of assessing the overall similarity between
te.fts and curricula, judges were also asked to indicate one
of ifoue characterizations of greater or lesser similarity be-

tween the test and the curriculum of their institution. As a

measure of the comprehensiveness of the tests, judges were
asked to indicate which, if any, major content topics in the

education sequence were not included among the test

co tent topics. Finally, the judges were asked to review each

question on the test to determine whether the indtvidual ques:.1

ti n was appropriate for use in South Carolina. The questionS''

on the NTE were regarded as "content appropriate" if\at least

51 of the judges indicated that at least 90% of the Students

t*ing the test would have had an opportunity to learn the
anSwer as part of their teacher education program or in 'tourses

prerequisite to entering it. (pp. 17-18)

Thi s content validation process was upheld by courts in,North

Carolina and South Carolina when they ruled in favor of using the NTE

for certification in these States.

Uniform Guidelines

An important point concerning the South Carolina decision is that the

decision was made before the Uniform Guidelines on Employment Selection

ProcedurJes were adopted in 1978 by the Equal Employment Opportunity Com-
,

ission, the Civil SerOce Commission, the Department of Labor, the De-

partment of Justice and Treasury. These GUidelines are intended to assist

private employees, government contractors, employment agencies, labor

organizations, state .and local governments and the Federal Government in

cornPlying with Federal law prohibiting discrimination by race, color,

religion, sex and national origin. Employment decisions such as hiring,

promotion, demotion, membership, referral, retention, licensing and cer-

tification are encompassed within the scope of the Guidelines.

The Uniform Guidelines do notrequire validation studies where a
4W
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selection rate for any racial, ethnic or sex group which cs less than

80% of the rate for the highest scoring group.) a protected group. Where

validation is required, however, content, construct and criterion-related

validity studies are equally acceptable.

Section 5, Uniform Guidelines on Employee Selection Procedures,

General Standards for Validity Studies states:

lEvidence of the validity of a test or other selection

procedure by a criterion related validity study'.should
consist of empirical data demonstrating that the selettion
procedure is predictive of or significantly correlated
withI important elements of job performance. Evidence of

the Validity of a test or other selection procedure by a
contbnt validity study should consist of data showing that
the selection procedure is a representative sample of im-

portant work behavior to be performed on the job for which

the candidates are to be evaluated. Evidence of the valid-

ity pf a test or other selection procedure through a con-
stru4 validity study should consist of data showing that
the Procedure measures the degree to which candidates have

identifiable characteristics which have been determined to
be ilportant is successful performance in the job for which

the candidates are to be evaluated.

The underlining was done by this writer to indicate that regardless

of\he t4e of validity study one uses, the test one uses for certifi-

cation has to be directly job related. Furthermore, Section 14, Uniform

Guidelines on Employee Selection Procedures, Technical Standards for

Content Tidity states:

Where a training program is used as a selection procedure

and the content of a training program is justified on the basis

of cbntent validity, it should be justified on the relationship

betw en the content of the training program and the,content of

the liob.

In r ference to the above guideline section, Paul Tractenberg (1980),

Professor of Law, Rutgers University states:

The South Carolina NTE case does seem to suggest that

content validity may be sufficient and does seem to suggest

even that content validity may be sufficient if it,is related
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to training programs; that is, the test items connect up to

the training programs rather than to the job on the other end.

That may be the only court decision that says really quite

that, and as such, it is both a reasurrance and a matter of

some concern that it will become the uniform rule of the

courts, especially in light of the new Uniform Guidelines on

Employee Selection Procedures which have a provision that seems

to ilink content validity to what happens on the job, not simply

what happened in the training program.

Legal RAionale for Arkansas Procedures

A piaramount issue, in addition to measumAlent concerns, in the Arkansas

NTE study has been to make the procedures and the final results as legally

defensibe as possible.

The project director, after consulting with several attorneys, believes

that the ETS validation procedures used in the other "NTE States" would

not be 4held in a current court case. The primary reasons for this belief

are the lJniform Guidelines on Employee Selection Procedures and court

decisions made after the South Carolina NTE case.

In Ensley v. Branch of N.A.A.C.P. v. Seibels,616 F.2d 812 (5th Cir. 1980)

there is a broad language indicating that validation to a training program"is

insufficent. The court says:

1
"We do not believe the Davis rationale can be extended...

to Pie general proposition that any test can be validated by

shois/ing a relatiohship to training."

"We decline to extend the Davis rationale by holding

that any test can be validated against training, without

respect to the test's ability to predict job performance.

Such an extension would violate the requirement of job

performance validation enunciation in Gri s and

Abermarle as well as agency guidelines Um orm Guidelines)

elaborating upon that requirement.

A case which explicitly says that the EEOC guidelines should apply

is United States v. Virginia, 620 F.2d 1018 (4th Cir. 1980). In

Virginia the state was giving a test for employment of state police
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4.

officers. The state had validated the test according to the content of the

training programs for the job. The court said:

"In Davis the court held that a positive relationship

between the test and training-course performance was a

sufficient validation under standards similar to those

of Title VII, While the evidence presented to the district

court was sufficient to support its conclusion under Davis,

upon remand the court should reconsider this issue infhT-

light of the applicable EEOC guidelines to determine whether

a contrary conclusion is required."

The reader should realize that the Davis case was used by the South

Carolina Court in their NTE decision. Furthermore, the Davis case was

also rendredbefore the Uniform Guidelines were published.

The rkansas NTE validation procedure was designed to meet the

intent of the general validity standards of the Uniform Guidelines. In

other words, the validity question was designed to be job related, instead

of training program related.

Any state using the NTE may, however have legal problems, regardless

of the validation procedures. A recent test validation case is Guardians

Association of the New York City Police Department, Inc. v. Civil Service

Commission, 630 F. 2d 79 (1980). The court in this case stated five steps

for test validation. They were:

1. the test-makers must have conducted a suitable job analysis; and

2. they must have used reasonable competence in constructing the

test itself;
3. the content of the test must be related to the content of the job;

4. the content of the test must be representative of the content of

the job; and
5. a scoring system must be used which usefully selects from among

the applicants those who can better perform the job.


